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English Abstract 

This paper reports preliminary investigations into gaze teleportation, a locomotion interaction           

inside virtual reality in which the user can push a button and teleport to the point at which they                   

are looking. The results could help future application creators design intuitive locomotion            

interfaces to allow users to more easily scale virtual worlds larger than their play space. In a                 

study consisting of 12 participants, gaze teleportation was compared to the conventional            

hand-tracked controller method. Participants played a portion of Valve's The Lab with an HTC              

Vive and a Tobii Eyetracker; half of the participants completed the set tasks with gaze               

teleportation, and the other half used hand-tracking. Using Likert questions, they then rated             

their experiences in terms of enjoyment, frustration, effort, distance, occlusion, immersion, and            

motion sickness. After answering the questions, the participants got to try both methods and              

were interviewed on their preferences and opinions. Our results suggest that gaze teleportation             

is an enjoyable, fast, intuitive, and natural locomotion method that performs similarly to             

hand-tracked teleportation but is preferred by users when they are given a choice. We conclude               

that gaze teleportation is a good fit for applications in which users are expected to locomote in                 

their direction of focus without too many distractions. 

 

Svenska Abstrakt 

I det här dokumentet rapporteras preliminära resultat av blickteleportation, en          

rörelseinteraktion för virtuella verkligheter där användaren kan trycka på en knapp och            

teleportera till den punkt som de tittar på. Resultaten kan hjälpa framtida applikationsskapare             

att designa intuitiva rörelsegränssnitt så att användarna lättare kan röra sig i virtuella världar              

som är större än deras spelrum. I en studie med 12 deltagare jämfördes blick med teleportation                

med den konventionella handkontroll metoden. Deltagarna spelade en del av Valve’s The Lab             

med en HTC Vive och en Tobii Eyetracker; Hälften av deltagarna slutförde de uppsatta              

uppgifterna med blickteleportation, och den andra hälften använde handmetoden. Med          

Likert-frågor bedömde de sedan sina erfarenheter när det gällde njutning, frustration,           

ansträngning, avstånd, ocklusion och rörelsesjuka. Efter att ha besvarat frågorna fick deltagarna            

prova båda metoderna och intervjuades om sina preferenser och åsikter. Våra resultat tyder på              

att blickteleportation är en trevlig, snabb, intuitiv och naturlig rörelseinteraktion som presterar            

likt handmetoden, men föredras av användarna när de får välja. Vi drar slutsatsen att              

blickteleportation passar bra för applikationer där användarna förväntas förflytta sig i samma            

riktning som deras fokus. 

mailto:anlinn@kth.se
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ABSTRACT
UPDATED—June 7, 2017. This paper reports preliminary
investigations into gaze teleportation, a locomotion inter-
action inside virtual reality in which the user can push a
button and teleport to the point at which they are looking.
The results could help future application creators design
intuitive locomotion interfaces to allow users to more eas-
ily scale virtual worlds larger than their play space. In a
study consisting of 12 participants, gaze teleportation was
compared to the conventional hand-tracked controller. Par-
ticipants played a portion of Valve’s The Lab with an HTC
Vive and a Tobii Eyetracker; half of the participants com-
pleted the set tasks with gaze teleportation, and the other
half used hand-tracking. Using Likert questions, they then
rated their experiences in terms of enjoyment, frustration,
effort, distance, occlusion, immersion, and motion sickness.
After answering the questions, the participants got to try
both methods and were interviewed on their preferences
and opinions. Our results suggest that gaze teleportation is
an enjoyable, fast, intuitive, and natural locomotion method
that performs similarly to hand-tracked teleportation but is
preferred by users when they are given a choice. We con-
clude that gaze teleportation is a good fit for applications in
which users are expected to locomote in their direction of
focus without too many distractions.

INTRODUCTION
Commercial virtual reality (VR) headsets such as the HTC
VIVE1 and Oculus Rift2, which are currently entering the
consumer market, are capable of unprecedented visual fi-
delity and immersion. The interaction conventions for these
virtual environments is still uncertain, and there is much
room for experimentation. New VR technology brings new
challenges in user interaction, especially regarding locomo-
tion. Locomotion is one of the big fundamental problems
that VR application creators must solve, with play spaces
smaller than the virtual world and traditional input devices
such as the keyboard, mouse, or joystick, that can induce
motion sickness.

VR locomotion is an old question. The proposed solutions
are many, all providing different degrees of freedom, sense
of control, efficiency, and motion sickness. The one tech-
nique that stands out in the current applications is teleporta-
tion, which is quickly becoming one of the most prominent
means of VR interaction as it induces minimal motion sick-
ness and offers the user an efficient way to move about
virtual spaces that are larger than the tracked physical area.

Teleportation starts with detecting the target location. Many
current VR applications use hand controllers for this inter-
action, but research by Gandrud and Interrante [7] suggests
that pointing with the controller could be an unnecessary
step. They concluded that gaze is a good predictor for the
1https://www.vive.com/
2https://www.oculus.com/rift/

direction toward which users intend to move as it represents
an action that users are already doing. Modern state-of-the-
art eye trackers can detect gaze direction with an accuracy
of less than one degree and fit well into new commercial
headsets.

We have suggested replacing hand controllers with gaze
to direct teleportation using raycasting to identify exactly
where the user is looking within the virtual world and then
providing the means for the user to move to that location.
This study has investigated this new type of teleportation
method and compared it to the conventional hand tracking
method. An example of the two approaches can be seen in
Figure 9.

RESEARCH QUESTION
Is eye tracking a suitable input method for teleportation in
virtual reality?

As suitability is evaluated in relation to other teleportation
methods, this study compared gaze interactions to the cur-
rent conventional method of using motion-tracked hand
controllers.

RELATED RESEARCH
VR Locomotion, interaction and eye tracking integration is
nothing new.

Locomotion is one of the most fundamental problems for
VR. Early research into VR locomotion included omni-
directional treadmills (see Figure 1), which have seen an
upswing in consumer markets as of late3456, but have re-
cently received limited attention. They have been shown to
be slippery, hard to enter and exit, limit freedom of move-
ment, and can cause some motion sickness [6]. Another
medium fidelity locomotion technique (as opposed to high
fidelity natural walking interfaces and low fidelity joysticks)
is hamster balls such as Virtusphere7 (see Figure 2). They
have been shown to perform worse than both high and low
fidelity interfaces as the expectations of the interface are
that it will be similar to natural walking. The hamster ball
makes turning and termination difficult, which limits free-
dom of movement and provides no real improvement in
eliminating motion sickness. [12]

A more common method for locomotion on recent mobile
platforms such as the Samsung Gear VR8 is to navigate
in the direction of the head. This technique is effected by
Midas-Touch as shall subsequently be discussed, but acti-
vation methods vary between button activation and walk-
in-place with walk-in-place being the most common [18].
3http://www.virtuix.com/
4http://www.vuetechnologie.com/product/
vue-vr-treadmill/
5http://www.katvr.com/English.html
6http://cyberith.com/product/
7http://www.virtusphere.com/
8http://www.samsung.com/global/galaxy/gear-vr/
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Figure 1: Omnidirectional treadmill from Virtuix. c©Virtuix
2017

Figure 2: The Virtusphere Hamster ball. c© Virtusphere inc
2013

With walk-in-place, the user bounces up and down in place,
and an accelerometer detects movement. Another example
is gesture-based activation using a Leap Motion device9 [5].
Ohshima et al. [13] proposed a seated cushion that detects
small thigh movements (see Figure 3), which proved to be
a comfortable and low-cost solution. Head-oriented move-
ment is well received and fit certain applications well such
as in the case of Ubisoft’s game Eagleflight10. In Eagleflight
the player flies in the direction their head is pointing, in
addition to turning when the users lean their head to left or
right. Head directed movement has been described in some
mentioned papers to be perceived as limited in the context
of walking as the user is unable to walk in directions other
than forward, and speed regulation is dependent on the ac-
tivation method. In the case of walk-in-place, this type of
walking may make an individual overshoot their target.

9https://www.leapmotion.com/
10https://www.ubisoft.com/en-US/game/eagle-flight/

Figure 3: Seat cushion for walk-in-place activation from
Ohshima et al. [13]

A well-researched method of locomotion is called redi-
rected walking; it turns out that humans perceive balance
and world rotation mainly through visual perception, so
a slight rotation of the virtual world compared to the real
one may be possible. This technique can fool users into
thinking that they are walking straight when in fact they are
walking in a circle, and thus keeps them inside the limited
play area in the real world. Figure 4 illustrates redirected
walking. Most implementations require large halls, and low-
ering this threshold has been described in recent studies by
Zhang et al. [23] and Grechkin et al. [8] who have tried
with some success to use heuristics to make smarter pre-
dictions and translational gain in specific situations such as
t-shaped corridors or maces. Matsumoto et al. [10] showed
that other senses could help promote the illusion; in their
case they added a specially shaped circular wall for the
user to follow with their hand, while the head-mounted dis-
play showed a straight corridor that increased the effect and
shrank the required play area (see Figure 5). While using
redirected walking or more natural, unmodified walking
in large, tracked spaces the user may eventually reach the
limit of the real world space. In that case, we may pause
the experience and give the user a chance to reset their posi-
tion by rotating or walking into the center of the real world
space. This reset can be done in multiple ways as shown by
Williams et al. [20]. The higher cost for these resets can be
seen in user disorientation and loss of immersion, but they
do allow the user to continue the interaction after a short
delay. With the new consumer hardware, the industry tries
to find new ways to do redirected walking. One solution
with little research behind it is to use folded non-Euclidean
space such as in the case of the game Unseen Diplomacy11,
which replaces rooms when you are not looking or makes
the same door transport the user to different rooms depend-
ing on which direction the user enters. This method puts
a strain on design choices and requires that all rooms in-
side of the virtual world fit inside the constraints of the real
world space.

Research in VR teleportation has concluded that it is a good
way to move around virtual spaces larger than the physical
limitations of the user’s room. Bozgeyikli et al. [3] com-
pared teleportation (Figure 6) to joystick and walk-in-place
navigation and found it to be less error prone and require
less effort, while still maintaining the same level of con-

11http://www.triangularpixels.net/cms/games/
unseen-diplomacy/
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Figure 4: An illustration of redirected walking from
Steinicke et al. [16]

Figure 5: Redirected walking with haptics from Matsomoto
et al. [10]

trol as the other two methods. They also recommended not
to add additional features (such as rotation during telepor-
tation) as they can distract, disorient, require more effort,
create motion sickness, and are slightly harder to operate
with little gain in performance. Bolte et al. [2] found their
version of teleportation to be faster and more enjoyable than
natural walking for longer distances. They recommended
continued use of natural walking together with teleporta-
tion as user preference appears to favor natural walking for
short distances. Another important point was that users had
reduced spatial memory as they were significantly worse
at sketching a map of the environment after having used
teleportation compared to natural walking.

Figure 6: VR Teleportation from Boygeyikili et al. [3]

As all of these locomotion methods exhibit tradeoffs, a nat-
ural next step would be to try new interaction methods such
as eye tracking. Using gaze to detect intent in digital spaces
is not new, and its many limitations and effects have been
observed in previous studies. The eyes serve a dual role
in gaze selection by receiving information and triggering
an interaction, which introduces effects and problems of
which creators must be aware. Tanriverdi and Jacob [17]
showed that allowing the eyes to have more function than
just mapping the visual environment lowered spatial aware-
ness of participants VR surroundings. Smith and Graham
[15] demonstrated that their modifications of conventional
games, which enabled them to be played with an eye tracker,
were perceived as more immersive.

There are also fundamental limitations of the eye of which
to be aware. Midas-touch can be described as the inability
to identify discrete activations in some interaction medi-
ums. For gaze interaction, tracking eyelid movements is
impractical, and dwell-activation causes unnecessary delay
and complicate the method by which humans naturally use
sight [19]. No perfect solutions exist for Midas-touch, com-
mon solutions, however, introduce one or more activation
buttons or actions via other interfaces. For example, Bolte
et al. [2] solved Midas-touch by identifying when the user
makes a small jump and uses that as a marker for activating
teleportation. Microsaccades are another well-observed ef-
fect. When a person’s intent is to focus on an object, their
eyes retrieve information by jumping around the target and
exploring its surroundings and contours [14]. The eye has
a natural fidgeting movement that is crucial for its func-
tion, but it makes the mapping between gaze position and
fixation point non-trivial and sometimes ambiguous. This
issue can be solved by smoothing the gaze data, providing
larger hitboxes, or tracing objects with cones instead of rays,
which may limit interactions to those that are most suitable
for eye-tracking. Eyes work best when looking straight at
objects, and forcing the gaze to focus on areas of little vi-
sual interest is close to impossible. For example, using the
eyes to indicate where something should go can be difficult
if there are more interesting visual objects nearby [9, 15],
see Figure 7.

Figure 7: Illustration of visual interest from Jie et al. [9].
Low and high here refers to entropy.

There have also been tests of combined hand and eye track-
ing interfaces called MAGIC [22]. MAGIC performs well
for higher-precision tasks such as moving the mouse on
a computer screen and brings the best of both worlds by
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merging the accuracy and clear intent of hand tracking with
the speed and ease of use from eye tracking.

Tanriverdi and Jacob [17] compared the performance of eye
trackers and pointing devices in VR. They concluded that
eye trackers are faster, but this advantage is only notable
when selecting distant objects. At present, the main way
to interact in VR is with motion controllers. Motion con-
trollers are not coupled with eyesight; they can select things
the eyes cannot see, and other times, not select things that
users can see [1]. Motion controllers can also map to the
world in other ways than just straight ray cast. Many recent
VR games map teleportation to an arc that makes selecting
distant targets easier as the inclination angle is not affected
as strongly by distance12 13 14, see Figure 8. Using this arc
is not feasible with gaze selection as our eye movements
are dependent on where we want to look, not the other way
around.

Figure 8: Teleportation inside Budget Cuts c© NEAT Cop-
eration 2017

Eye tracking has been shown to be a useful predictor of
future locomotion targets [7]. Moreover, as we can identify
intent, it is not a far-fetched idea to give the user the ability
to transport to their intended location without making them
go through the extra step of also specifying it with their
hand. This concept is the primary focus of this project.

METHOD
To test this new way of teleportation we need to implement
the new and old interactions under the same conditions. The
environment needed to be complete and textured as the eyes
react differently in artificial environments with no textures
or visual interests [9] but not draw unnecessary attention
to elements such as game mechanics that could change
the study results or add additional noise to the interactions.
The chosen environment for this study is Valve’s The Lab
photogrammetry demo of Vesper Peak as it has visual in-
terest and well-tested teleportation without any distracting
game mechanics. The Vesper Peak demo has both discrete
teleportation points and continuous surfaces from which
the user can choose their exact location. This provides a
diverse environment that puts the user into multiple inter-
esting situations for typical teleportation scenarios. Figure
9 has screenshots from the environment and a video of the
game and implementations can be found here15.

12http://www.vanishingrealms.com/
13http://store.steampowered.com/app/450390/
14http://www.neatcorporation.com/BudgetCuts/
15http://bit.ly/2rUbcDY

Hand Tracked Teleportation
The Vesper Peak demo uses a conventional teleportation
system with a pair of motion tracked handheld wands with
buttons on them. When holding the thumb button, the en-
vironment displays areas to which to teleport. From the
tip of the wand an arc protrudes; when that arc intersects
one of the teleportation points the arc and target point glow
green, an animated arrow appears on top of the point, and
haptic vibration feedback is sent through a rumble motor
in the controller. When one of the continuous areas is in-
tersected by the arc, the entire area will glow, and a round
indicator indicates the point at which the user would arrive.
A square then visualizes the real world edges of the play
area. Moving the intersection across the teleport surface
gives occasional additional haptic feedback. When the user
releases the thumb button, the teleportation will commence
after a short fade effect.

Gaze Teleport
Using the gaze teleporter, the user holds the thumb but-
ton, which displays the teleportation points and surfaces
in the same fashion as the hand tracked mode. However,
no arc is shown. Instead, when the user’s gaze points, as
detected by the eyetracker, towards a teleportation point
it will glow, show its arrow, and the area will light up, but
no indicator will be shown. It was decided not to include
an indicator as users know where they look, and a slight
calibration error can make the indicator guide the eye away
from the intended location. The haptic feedback is still the
same. When releasing the button, the same teleportation
commences as observed with hand tracked teleportation.

Technical Implementation
To insert the interaction into The Lab without source code
access MonoInjector16 and Easy Hook17 was used to inject
and execute a custom DLL into the Unity Engine environ-
ment that disabled the existing hand tracked interaction
and introduce the new gaze teleportation. The gaze tele-
portation component communicated with the eye tracking
drivers from Tobii. Reflection18 was used to interface with
the existing code to reuse the same animations and points
from the original interaction.

In addition to the interaction, a process for visualizing the
gaze and logging teleportation data onto disk was also in-
jected. The robot dog inside of the lab was to removed not
distract participants.

An algorithm was conceived to address some of the de-
scribed particularities from the background regarding eye
movement (Figure 10). As eyes have the tendency to fidget
and follow contours, some ray casts miss targets by just a
hair. We can solve this issue by comparing the angle be-
tween the gaze and all teleportation points and pick the
smallest angle. The angle comparison also solves the prob-
lems of objects that are too small to select in the distance;
with this algorithm, the selection area does not change with
distance. We still want the ray cast as it is effective at find-
ing objects that are close and locating the gaze point for
the larger surfaces. To avoid flickering when the eye is at
the edge of two closely located points, we added a delay
in order to change the selection. 200ms were found to be a

16https://github.com/gamebooster/mono-assembly-injector
17https://easyhook.github.io/
18https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt656691.aspx
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(a) Original hand teleportation inside of The Lab. (b) New gaze teleportation.

Figure 9: Screenshots from the application. The pink line is a visualization of the gaze captured from eyetracking inside the
VR headset (invisible to the user).

Headset & Controllers HTC Vive Consumer Version 90 Hz 2160x1200 ∼ 100◦ FOV < 1mm Presision
Eyetracker Built in 120 hz < 1◦ Precision Tobii Eyetracker
Play area 2.9 x 2.6m
GPU HP Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070 8GB
SteamVR Dropped frames 0
Other taxing software NVidia Experience ShadowPlay Screen Recorder
Game The Lab - Update December 7, 2016
SteamVR Version 2017-01-31 (1485823399) with Allow Projection in Direct Mode
CPU 3.5 GHz Intel Core i5-6600K
RAM 16 GB DDR4 1600MHz
OS Windows 10 64-bit version Build 14393.693

Table 1: Hardware & software specifications

suitable delay time without making the selections sluggish
and still making the edge cases feel confident.

Ray cast from camera in gaze direction
if ray cast hits point or area:
select it

else:
find the lowest angle between the gaze vector and

every point
if that angle is < 5◦:
select it

only mark selections if there was at least 200 ms
since the last selection

unselect point if not reselected in 200 ms

Figure 10: The algorithm for selecting areas and point at
which to teleport to.

Experiment Design
The experiment was divided into six steps as described in
Figure 11 in which the participants tried both methods of
teleportation.

Participation Form
First, participants signed their informed consent form and
filled out information on their eyesight, gaming experience,
VR usage, and eye-tracking habits. Results of this form can
be seen in Table 2.

VR Warmup
To mitigate the wow factor of VR, participants got to warm
up with a round of Fruit Ninja VR in Zen Mode and talk

Figure 11: The experiment steps.

about the experience before they started the actual telepor-
tation. Fruit Ninja was chosen as it does not include any
form of teleportation

Condition 1
Participants got a chance to familiarize themselves with
one randomly (to mitigate order-bias) selected teleportation
method and complete two tasks:
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� Around-the-mountain: Go to south side and return

� Collect-sticks: Collect six sticks in a pile on the plateau.

The tasks were chosen to diversify the interactions and put
the participants in situations in which they had to do short
distance teleportations, long teleportation, teleport with an
object in hand, and go to occluded points and continuous
surfaces.

Assessment Questionnaire
After having completed the tasks with one method study
participants answered Likert questions, statements rated on
a five point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree, in
random order that was divided into categories were adapted
from [3]. The categories were:

� Enjoyment

� Frustration

� Effort

� Distance

� Occlusion

� Discrete vs continuous

� Immersion

� Motion sickness

The questions were adopted from [21, 4, 11].

Condition 2
Condition 2 was designed as a within-subject test. Partici-
pants tried to familiarize themselves with and try the second
teleportation method. They were also told about a button to
switch between the two approaches so they could compare
the two.

Post-Test Interview
While still wearing the VR headset, participants were asked
to answer interview questions concerning their preferences
between the two methods. Each question corresponded to
one category from the assessment questionnaire.

Participants
12 study participants were recruited from Tobii’s Stockholm
office via email. We asked for participants with limited VR
experience (in the hopes of lowering the chances of partici-
pants who were accustomed to hand-tracked teleportation)
and who would not have to wear glasses (as they interfere
with the eye tracking).

All participants were blind to the experimental conditions
and study goals. Those who required vision correction wore
lenses. Table 2 outlines the participants’ gaming habits, VR
experience, and daily eye tracking usage. Note that only
one participant was completely new to VR and the rest only
had limited experience. Half of the participants were non-
gamers who did not regularly play games at all. As all study
participants were employees at an eye tracking company,
they had unusual amounts of eye tracking experience.

Gaming Habits Participants

I do not play games 6
0 - 5 hours per week 3
5 - 10 3

VR Experience Participants

Never tried it 1
On occasion 11
Everyday 0

Eyetracking Usage Participants

Never tried it 0
On occasion 8
Everyday 4

Table 2: Study participants previous experiences

RESULTS

Condition 1
The results from the collect-the-sticks task were gathered
from the screen recordings and can be seen in Figure 12.
In both cases, the results were similar to an average of 4.2
jumps to complete the task in about 85 sec. T-tests resulted
in p = 0.86 for the number of jumps and p = 0.89 for the
time. One participant was excluded because of a missing
screen recording, and two for not completing the task.

The data from the Around-the-mountain was disregarded
as only six out of 12 participants completed the task before
receiving instructions.

Assessment Questionnaire
The results from the Likert questions can be seen in Figure
13. As seen in the Figure, there are few differences between
the observed gaze and hand tracking regarding frustration,
effort, distance, occlusion, point versus area, and immersion.
The most significant result in this test concerned motion
sickness. Participants rated the motion sickness as either
disagree or strongly disagreed for gaze, while for hand track-
ing they rated it as disagree or neutral. A t-test between the
groups yielded p = 0.068.

Both teleportation methods scored high on enjoyment and
immersion and low for frustration, effort, and motion sick-
ness.

Condition 2 & Post-Test Interview
Preferences
When asked to compare the two teleportation methods after
having tried both, all users preferred gaze teleportation.
When asked why they said that they preferred eye-tracking
their comments included:

� Felt more natural

� Quicker

� Faster

� Less complicated

� One less step

� I have to think less

� It is easier to reach distant points

6



(a) Average number of jumps to complete task. (b) Average time to complete task.

Figure 12: Collect-the-sticks results. Standard deviation shown as errorline.

Figure 13: Results from the Likert Questions. Standard deviations are shown as error lines.

Comfort
For the question of comfort, all users preferred gaze tele-
portation.

Occlusion
When comparing the teleportation methods when teleport-
ing to points occluded by rocks or other points, the com-
ments were less unanimous, with 9/12 participants prefer-
ring gaze teleportation. One participant found that he was
not required to be as exact with the gaze, which in this case
made it easier. Two out of 12 participants were undecided,
and one found tracking to be easier as the arc helped her to
go above the obstacles.

Continuous surfaces
Participants had mixed feelings on the question regarding
plateaus and points. Four out of 12 participants thought eye
tracking was still better. Four out of 12 participants found
hand tracking to be easier for the large continuous surfaces
and commented that when more control was required, it

would be the superior method. Four out of 12 participants
were undecided.

Distraction
All participants, except one, thought the hand tracking vi-
sualization felt more distracting than the gaze. One com-
mented that their reasoning was that the glowing "Star
Wars" arc coming out of the hand-tracked controller felt out
of place in this world.

Motion Sickness / Disorientation
Regarding motion sickness and disorientation, half of the
participants found that none of the methods gave them any
feeling of motion sickness or disorientation during the two
5-minute experiences. One commented that eye-tracking
felt less disorienting; in contrast, it felt more static with
less moving parts. Two found that hand-tracking felt more
deliberate and therefore less disorienting.
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When asked if they had any other comments, one participant
said he found it impossible to miss the target with eye
tracking in the same he did with the hand tracked version.

Gaze Patterns
Looking at the screen captures no direct differences in gaze
patterns were visible between the two teleportation modes.

DISCUSSION
The results from the interview indicate that gaze telepor-
tation is a suitable and preferred method for teleportation
in VR. But note that the results from the Likert questions
show both teleportation methods to perform about the same
regarding enjoyment, frustration, occlusion, effort, and im-
mersion.

The collect-the-sticks task also showed no significant dif-
ferences in performance speed. Interesting though, was the
participants’ preference for gaze teleportation after having
tried both methods. After studying the participants’ com-
ments, it would be hard to argue that this discrepancy comes
from the small differences in perceived motion sickness/dis-
orientation. A better explanation for these results would
be the participant’s reference frame; testers compared this
interaction with other interactions that they have previously
used on other platforms. As the hand controller interaction
already works well, especially compared to selecting ob-
jects in 3D space with a traditional 2D mouse and 2D screen,
both methods receive high positive praise. Using this test-
ing method gave the same results as the test is limited to a
1-5 scale.

Note that our study found no significant differences in im-
mersion, but, in contrast, Smith and Graham, [15] did. This
discrepancy could be explained by the sheer amount of base-
line immersion from the headset compared to their desktop
setup.

Study details
As participants were not asked to stress or compete during
the tasks, the performance measurements were completed
within the natural timeframe it takes an inexperienced user
to proceed at a leisurely pace. These parameters are inter-
esting on their own but should only be evaluated as such.

Also noteworthy is the application choice. A game with
more attention-grabbing events could prove to show dif-
ferent results as the eyes are then used for more than just
enjoying the view and choosing teleportation points; they
could be searching for dangers or aiming a weapon which
would change the context in which the interaction takes
place. Of note also was the fact that gaze does not allow
backward teleportation.

The Around-the-Mountain task proved to be a bad fit for
evaluation as it was easy for participants to stumble upon
the task and complete it before receiving instructions. Mov-
ing that task further from the starting location or hiding it
behind an activation event would have solved this problem.

During the test, four participants required additional instruc-
tions when completing the collect-the-sticks task, as they
did not understand that teleportation was a part of that task.
The additional instructions were just "You are welcome to
use the teleportation to reach additional sticks." This detail
does not look like it changed the results among participants
in any significant way.

Allowing the participants to keep the headset on during the
post-test interview gave them good opportunity to test more
and give more in-depth answers. This interview method is
something we would recommend future interactions studies
to use.

Hardware
Given the low error rate that our participants experienced
we do not believe faster or higher resolution eye tracking
would have performed differently for the benchmarks used
in this report. We do not doubt that future VR headsets will
be more comfortable and immersive, but that too should not
change the interaction considerably.

Participant Bias
The test participants’ unusually high eye tracking expe-
rience could have had an impact on learning, so we have
chosen to exclude an analysis of the time it took participants
to get the hang of the interactions. Regarding bias towards
preferring eye tracking technology because of their invest-
ment, we believe the influence was minimal or non-existent
as participants came from many different parts of Tobii, and
some were unrelated to eye tracking development. No dif-
ferences were found between their results when compared
with technical personnel who worked more closely with
eye tracking.

No effect of gaming habits or VR experience was found in
the results.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, gaze teleportation was described and evalu-
ated. One VR experiment was performed with 12 partic-
ipants. The experimental results demonstrated that gaze
teleportation performed in a manner similar to hand tracked
teleportation regarding leisure speed, enjoyment, frustra-
tion, effort, distance, and immersion; and even surpassed
hand tracking regarding preference when participants were
given a choice between the two methods. In that sense, gaze
is a suitable input method for teleportation in virtual reality.
Gaze teleportation appears to be a novel, interesting, and
less distracting way to locomote in the eyes of the users.

We believe that it is a good fit for applications in which the
user is expected to locomote in their direction of focus and
in which there are not too many distractions grabbing the
user’s attention.

FUTURE WORK
Gaze movement patterns
An interesting observation during the study of the screen
recordings is the indifference in the gaze movement pattern
between the two methods. In both hand and gaze tracked
teleportation the eyes fixated on the target, the only differ-
ence was the fixation time and interaction. A theory has
arisen that requires more testing: Gaze interactions that do
not change movement patterns significantly compared to
traditional interaction could be well suited and be perceived
as more natural.

Try MAGIC
Some participants commented that on continuous surfaces
they would prefer hand tracking as they felt it was more
predictable and exact, an implementation of MAGIC that
includes a combination would be interesting as described
by Zhai et al. [22] (see Related Research). One variation of
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this would be to stop eye tracking when the users pushed
down on the controller trackpad and then display a preview
of their gaze location when they released the button, which
they can then move by using their finger on the trackpad.
That would give pinpoint accuracy, while also providing
the possibility to preview the bounds of the play area with
hand tracking.

Scenario
A larger, more distracting situation would provide more
insight into which applications gaze teleportation would
be suitable. For example, a scenario in which the player
dodges and aims tools that require a situational awareness,
which forces the user to focus their attention away from the
ground.
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APPENDIX

IMPLEMENTATION
using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.IO;
using TobiiVR;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using Tobii.GameInspector;
using UnityEngine;
using Valve.VR;

namespace EyeTrackingPlugin {

[RequireComponent(typeof(LineRenderer))]
class GazeTeleport : MonoBehaviour {

public bool m_active = false;
public float m_dehighlightTime = 0.2f, m_autoSelectAngle = 5, m_anglePointUpOffset = 0.3f,

m_highlightMinimumTime = 0.2f;

const Valve.VR.EVRButtonId Trackpad = Valve.VR.EVRButtonId.k_EButton_SteamVR_Touchpad;
bool m_haveWaitedMinimumHighlightTime = true;

SteamVR_Camera m_camera;
MinigamesTeleportMarkerBase[] m_markers;
MinigamesTeleportMarkerBase m_lookingAtMarker;
Vector3 m_pointingAt;
StreamWriter m_writer;
LineRenderer m_line;
Coroutine m_dehighlight;
VRHand m_pointerHand;

void Start() {
var lgo = new GameObject();
lgo.layer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Ignore Raycast");
m_line = lgo.AddComponent<LineRenderer>();
lgo.transform.SetParent(transform, false);
m_line.useWorldSpace = true;
m_line.SetWidth(0.0005f, 0.005f);
m_line.SetVertexCount(4);
var path = Application.dataPath + "/TeleportData/TeleportLog_" + DateTime.Now.ToString("

MM_dd_HH_mm_ss") + ".csv";
m_writer = File.CreateText(path);
m_writer.AutoFlush = true;
m_writer.WriteLine("time,x,y,z,method");

}

IEnumerator Dehighlight() {
yield return new WaitForSeconds(m_dehighlightTime);
if (m_lookingAtMarker != null) {

m_lookingAtMarker.Highlight(false);
m_lookingAtMarker = null;

}
m_dehighlight = null;

}

void Update() {
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Period)) {

ToggleGaze();
}
foreach (var hand in VRPlayer.instance.hands) {

if (hand != null && hand.controller != null) {
if (hand.controller.GetPressDown(Valve.VR.EVRButtonId.k_EButton_Grip)) {

ToggleGaze();
}
if (m_active) {

if (hand.controller.GetPressDown(Trackpad)) {
m_pointerHand = hand;
MinigamesTeleport.instance.SetPrivateField("pointerShowStartTime", Time.time);
foreach (var marker in m_markers) {

if (marker.markerActive && marker.ShouldActivate(VRPlayer.instance.
feetPositionGuess)) {
marker.gameObject.SetActive(true);
marker.Highlight(false);

}
}
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}
if (hand.controller.GetPress(Trackpad)) {

MinigamesTeleport.instance.InvokePrivateMethod("UpdateTeleportColors");
RaycastHit hit;
var mask = 1 << LayerMask.NameToLayer("Teleportable");
if (Physics.Raycast(

origin: m_camera.transform.position,
direction: TobiiVR_Host.Instance.GazeDirection,
hitInfo: out hit,
layerMask: mask,
maxDistance: 100)) {
var marker = hit.transform.GetComponentInParent<MinigamesTeleportMarkerBase

>();
if (marker) {

m_pointingAt = hit.point;
Highlight(marker);

}
} else {

var points = m_markers.Select(m => m as MinigamesTeleportPoint).Where(m => m
!= null);

var lowest = float.MaxValue;
MinigamesTeleportPoint marker = null;
foreach (var point in points) {

var angle = Vector3.Angle(((point.transform.position + Vector3.up ∗
m_anglePointUpOffset) − m_camera.transform.position), TobiiVR_Host.
Instance.GazeDirection);

if (angle < m_autoSelectAngle && angle < lowest) {
lowest = angle;
marker = point;

}
}
if (marker) {

Highlight(marker);
}

}
}
if (hand.controller.GetPressUp(Trackpad)) {

if (m_lookingAtMarker) {
m_line.SetPosition(0, m_camera.transform.position);
m_line.SetPosition(1, m_camera.transform.position + 100000 ∗ TobiiVR_Host.

Instance.GazeDirection);
m_line.SetPosition(2, m_pointingAt);
m_line.SetPosition(3, m_camera.transform.position);
LogTeleport(m_lookingAtMarker.transform.position, "Gaze");
MinigamesTeleport.instance.SetPrivateField("teleportingToMarker",

m_lookingAtMarker);
MinigamesTeleport.instance.SetPrivateField("pointedAtPosition", m_pointingAt);
MinigamesTeleport.instance.InvokePrivateMethod("InitiateTeleportFade");
m_lookingAtMarker.Highlight(false);
m_lookingAtMarker = null;

}
foreach (var marker in m_markers) {

if (marker.markerActive)
marker.gameObject.SetActive(false);

}
}

} else {
if (hand.controller.GetPressUp(Trackpad)) {

LogTeleport(MinigamesTeleport.instance.GetPrivateField<MinigamesTeleportMarkerBase
>("pointedAtTeleportMarker").transform.position, "Hand");

}
}

}
}

}

IEnumerator HighLightMinimumTimeSetter() {
m_haveWaitedMinimumHighlightTime = false;
yield return new WaitForSeconds(m_highlightMinimumTime);
m_haveWaitedMinimumHighlightTime = true;

}

private void Highlight(MinigamesTeleportMarkerBase marker) {
if (marker != m_lookingAtMarker && m_haveWaitedMinimumHighlightTime) {

if (m_lookingAtMarker != null) {
m_lookingAtMarker.Highlight(false);

}
m_pointerHand.controller.TriggerHapticPulse((ushort)800, EVRButtonId.k_EButton_Axis0);
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m_lookingAtMarker = marker;
marker.Highlight(true);
StartCoroutine(HighLightMinimumTimeSetter());

}
if (m_dehighlight != null)

StopCoroutine(m_dehighlight);
m_dehighlight = StartCoroutine(Dehighlight());

}

void ToggleGaze() {
if (m_active) {

MinigamesTeleport.instance.enabled = true;
m_active = false;
GameInspector.DebugWatch("Gaze Teleport", false);

} else {
m_camera = FindObjectOfType<SteamVR_Camera>();
GameInspector.DebugWatch("Gaze Teleport", true);
MinigamesTeleport.instance.enabled = false;
m_markers = MinigamesTeleport.instance.GetPrivateField<MinigamesTeleportMarkerBase[]>("

teleportMarkers");
m_active = true;

}

}

void LogTeleport(Vector3 pos, string method) {
m_writer.WriteLine(String.Format("{0},{1},{2},{3},{4}", Time.unscaledTime, pos.x, pos.y, pos.z,

method));
}

}
}
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RAW DATA
Video and log data available on request.

Participation Form

Group On average, how many hours per week do
you play computer games?

Describe to what extent you have used VR
headset from the last year.

Describe to what extent you have used eye-
tracking before

How’s your vision

Hand Almost 0, I don’t play games I have tried it on occasion I have tried it on occasion Corrected with contact lenses
Hand Almost 0, I don’t play games Never tried it I have tried it on occasion Corrected with contact lenses
Hand 5 - 10 I have tried it on occasion I use one everyday Normal
Hand Almost 0, I don’t play games I have tried it on occasion I use one everyday Normal
Hand 0 - 5 I have tried it on occasion I use one everyday Normal
Hand Almost 0, I don’t play games I have tried it on occasion I have tried it on occasion Corrected with contact lenses
Eyes 5 - 10 I have tried it on occasion I have tried it on occasion Normal
Eyes 5 - 10 I have tried it on occasion I have tried it on occasion Corrected with contact lenses
Eyes 0 - 5 I have tried it on occasion I have tried it on occasion Normal
Eyes 0 - 5 I have tried it on occasion I have tried it on occasion Corrected with glasses
Eyes Almost 0, I don’t play games I have tried it on occasion I use one everyday Corrected with contact lenses
Eyes Almost 0, I don’t play games I have tried it on occasion I have tried it on occasion Normal

Assessment Questionnaire

Group Enjoyment Frustration Effort Distant points are harder Occlusion Discrete vs continous Immersion Motion sickness

Hand 5 1 1 4.5 1 5 5 2.5
Hand 4 2.5 1.5 4 2.5 4 3 1.5
Hand 5 1 1 2.5 2 3.5 5 2.5
Hand 4 2 1.5 3 2.5 2.5 4 2.5
Hand 3 2 3 4.5 4 4 4 3.5
Hand 5 2 1 3.5 2 3.5 4.5 1.5
Eyes 5 2 2 4 2 3.5 3 1.5
Eyes 5 1 1 3.5 2.5 2.5 3 1.5
Eyes 5 2 1.5 3 2.5 3 5 1
Eyes 4.5 1.5 1 2.5 3 4 4 1.5
Eyes 5 2 2 4.5 3.5 3.5 5 2.5
Eyes 4.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 1.5 4 5 1.5
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